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IN THIS ISSUE:

Congratulations to the 2023 Fram Award Winners at Imagine RIT!

Congratulations to the Game Impact winner of the Fram Award at the 2023 Student Game Showcase and Expo.

Fram Summer Reading List – check out suggestions for your summer reading….

Fram Finds

- **United Way Day of Caring**, May 11th, All day, Room/Location: Various health and human services agencies in the community
- **Embracing the Digital Future of Healthcare - Symposium**, May 16th, 8:00 am – 4:00 pm, Magic Spell Studios

A Few Thoughts

- **Jennifer Tillis**, Director, Margaret’s House
- **Rickey Stevens**, Assistant Director for Scheduling and Event Management, Intercollegiate Athletics

From Gene Fram

- *The Power Of Culture*
- *Hiring Soft Skills for Future Success: Critical Thinking*
- *Helping Your Teen Navigate Conformity Pressures: Six strategies to encourage individuality and critical thinking*

FRAM AWARDS AT IMAGINE

- Congratulations to the winners of the Fram Awards at Imagine for demonstrating the exemplary application of critical thinking in the preparation of their exhibits!
  - **Large Group**: Alt-Andalus: An Exhibit of a Medieval World That Never Existed
    - Trent Hergenrader, Annie Barber, Willow Collopy, Ryker D'Angelo, Jess Edwards, Jess, Juliana Falcon, Ace Gray, Justin Kennedy, Nic Lande, Miranda Lenaghan, Patrick Mitchell, Zoe Nast, Taode Ogden, Henry Orsagh, Emily O'Shea, Marlowe Pagerey, David Sterling, Quinn Sullivan, TK Sylvester, Aubrey Tarmu, Beau Wacker, Rainey Walker, Maddy Whelan
  - **Small Group Winner**: G.L.O.V.E: Assistive Kitchen and Bathroom Gloves
    - Max Likens, Shannon Martin Ignaffo, Ri Adukure, and Parker Herman
FRAM AWARD WINNER AT THE 2023 STUDENT GAME SHOWCASE AND EXPO

- Congratulations to the team: David Green, Justin Walraven, and Tanessa Howard for Being Human, which won first place in Game Impact!

FRAM SUMMER READING LIST

- Looking for good reads? The Fram Community of Practice & Advisory Boards are building a shared summer reading list. Check out the community list for ideas, and feel free to share your own HERE.

FRAM FINDS

- **United Way Day of Caring**, May 11th, All day, Room/Location: Various health and human services agencies in the community. Join the United Way for the largest community-wide volunteer event across our region, serving Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Wayne, and Wyoming counties! For more information and to volunteer, click HERE!

- **Embracing the Digital Future of Healthcare - Symposium**, May 16th, 8:00 am – 4:00 pm, Magic Spell Studios. A day-long symposium dedicated to the digital future of healthcare. The symposium will include keynote addresses, expert panels, and oral and poster presentations. Topics will consist of immersive technology such as augmented and virtual reality, the use of artificial intelligence, machine learning, human-computer interactions, computer modeling, robotics, gaming, etc. Attendees will learn how these technologies are being deployed for disease prediction and prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, medical imaging, pain management, healthcare education and access, telehealth, wearable, wellness, and many other areas across the healthcare continuum. For more information and to register, click HERE.

A FEW THOUGHTS

**In this issue meet:**

- **Jennifer Tillis**, Director, Margaret’s House. Read about her thoughts on critical thinking HERE.

- **Rickey Stevens**, Assistant Director for Scheduling and Event Management, Intercollegiate Athletics. Read about his thoughts on critical thinking HERE.

FROM GENE FRAM

- “*The Power of Culture*”, Stefano Carganico, Forbes, March 29, 2023


- “*Helping Your Teen Navigate Conformity Pressures: Six strategies to encourage individuality and critical thinking*”, by Jessica Koehler, Ph.D., Psychology Today, April 12, 2023